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nr.t'RODUCTORY REMAllKS AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In.vestigators have established the presence of

pr·~prio·

cepti ::rn end organ.a in the periodontal ligament of human teeth.

Thev"' have also worked out Weber itatios for the acuitv.. -->f oro...
.

period::ntal l:f.g&'"\';ent receptors.

These eitir:::;.1lii have ·been, for

the inoet part, forces applied tt.' the varlous surfaces of the

dentiti)n.
Although little work has been performed ':>n dimensional

pr'Jprioception, it is thought that this quantitative dimensional
proprioception is dependent on more than afferent in?Ut fro!>:.

t!ie periodon.tal ligament.

It has been furt:b.er nostulated that

the periodontal ligament receptors

~erely

confirrued firm

by the r.'.\8.Xillary and 11118Ddibular anteriors with the wire.

co~tact

The

actual dimensional ''r 1pritJCeptive discri1:1inati;>n w:.».ild then i)e
0

derived fr,'.'lm the position of the mandi.ble tn relation tn the
cran-1,al base.
im~ut

This p,,,sition could be deter,.iincd by sens:rry

froin attached muaclea and/or receptors in the temporal

mandibular joint.
The purpose of t,hia thesis 18 t:o ascertain the acuity of

i:aaloccluaion. in particular for Augle Clu• I, Clase II diviaion
1, and Clan III maloccluaion.

It is the hope of thie author

that a aubaequ.ent work will teat the same subjects after orthodontic treatment to dete1:m1ne ~in or lose. if any of auch
proprioceptive function.

Further, from such combined result•

it ta aoped t::bc .tvle of vari,.>Us proprioceptive :::.r~~,ans !!lay be

more accurately assessed.
tQ the Weber and Fechner

This study will apply its findings

Law in a test of its validity

f nr

dental dix:letlsiot1.41 ;?r:.>prioception and cephloi:uetric roentsenograpb.ic tr&citl6S Qf the arcs of incision f,:;,r normal and Class

I, II Gd III rnal.x:cluaions will be correlated with the eval ...

uativn of the m.eaaured proprixeptive parameters.

&KVIIW \lf THI LITEiATURI
1.

DEVELOPMENT OF THI WEBER AND FECHNER LAWS AND THE STEVENS

RATIO
In 1790, Bouguer cast a shadow of one candle on a screen
which •• at the same time illuminated by a second candle.

He

noted that the ratio dl/I was more nearly constant than the

absolute I.

(I is the absolute light intensity; dI is the

least discernible increment of intensity.)

The moat noteworthy

point is that he discovered that the ratio 1/64 remained conetan
even when the brightness of the candles varied.
Sixty years later (1850), a study by Weber dealt with the

perception of small difference• between weights and lengths,
and tone pitch.

He found that a eubject noticed a change in a

stimulus, called the juat n<.Jticeable difference, when it eonstituted a certain proportion of the stimulus.
found to be a constant.

Thie proportion was

He found this ratio (dl/I) to be 1/100

for length of lines, 1/30 for weight and 1/160 for tones.
Weber then declared, uln comparing objects and observing the
distinction between th.em., we perceive not the difference between objects, but the ratio of this difference to the magnitude
t

~

f;

of the obj.ects compared."

--------------------------..._....._______________________.

Fechner,
using Weber's proposals then attempted his cor........

~~--"""""'~

relation

between the

psychol~gical

and the physical.

He

measured the relation betw@en tha $1Ze of the stars (according
to available astronomical inforraation) and their
intensity.

ph~tometric

He then expressed Weber's principle as the formula

dI/I-C and called it Weber's Law.

(dl is the change in intensit

of the stimulus, I is the stimulus, C is the constant, and dl is
conmonly referred to as the J. N. D. or the Just Noticeable
Difference.)

Later. Fechner performed additional experiments and stated
his own law (Fechner' s Law) :

The magnitude of a sensation i•

proportional to the log of the atimulus intensity.
this reads:

Formulated,

S-C log I, where S f.a the sensation, C ia a constan

fractional relati1:>n between the two t.ntenaities, and I ia the
stimulus.

Thus, Fechner tried to determine the absolute

threthold

(nd.nf.r:aw.u intensity of a stimulus to be perceived) and

the difflr@BtLll tJU'eah9ld.
SOME TECHNIQUES AND RESEARCH ON WEBER AND FECHNER' S LAWS

Practically from the time of its development researchers
had doubts concerning certain aspects of Weber's Law.

In 1890,

James stated that he felt it was probably purely physiological
in
t

natu~e

and that one could not tell wi"'..at the Just Noticeable

! Difference

was

without computing a great number

:.>f

sensations.

L. --.,...,.....~"r"Wltti:e.l~.......,l!'ltt:tllft-Wli:ti'r-4~~ti-e-et.tmlmat:-J~~

r-muscle, nerve and retina (of the frog).
~

I Law (SaC Log I)
!

scales.

Ke noted that Fechner'&

applied only in the middle range of his sensation

He then applied this to human function and reasoned it

to be true here also on the grounds that if maxinaun increment of
sensation equalled the increments of stimulation all the way
down near the threshold this would result in ever minute ever
present stimuli causing an intolerable state of hyperaesthesia.
Regarding the sense of smell, Gamble, in 1898, fixed the
Just Noticeable Difference value of dI/I at 1/3 to 1/4.

Thus,

he demonstrated at least a partial application of Weber's Law
to that sense.
By working with lifted weight, Fernberger in 1913 demonstrated that practice did not affect the measured sensitivity of
this sense organ.

Using a twofold technique of constant stimuli

and then the Just Noticeable Difference, he determined the difference threshold to be constantly larger in the decreased
stimulation direction and constantly smaller in the increase

I

direction.

This seems at variance to the work of Kawamura in his

research with gradiated wires where he found that when the sub-

II
i

smaller (1.9 then 2.0om) there was only 30i of correct discrimin

~

tion.

~
~

ject first hit on the larger wire (2mm then l.9mm) there
lOC>t. discrimination; whereas, when the subject first hit on the

L."·~--~~- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

r
I

I~

Working with differences in weights, Cordwi.ck followed
Sanford's envelope weight AYftariment
and showed a continuous
-·r-

! decrease of the

Weber Fechner Ratio from lighter to heavier

piles of envelopes.

He determined that the Weber Fechner Law

could thus only be approximated.
In 1924, Hecht stated that he felt the Weber ratio to be
constant only within the moderate ranges of intensities; and,
like Cordwick, he believed the Weber ratio decreasea steadily as
the intensity increases.
Again in 1924, Woodward, et al, speaking on Weber's constan

states that it is a rough emperical generalization for the mid
ranges of most aenaea.

He considered these mid ranges the

working area of the senses.

Two years later, Culler contradicted Fernberger'a findings
by

stating that under certain adaptive conditions with succeedi

levels of atiallation the Weber Ratio appears constant.

Thia

suggests an inverse function of adaptation for Weber's Law.
However, Zoethout, in his work with the evaluation of light
intensities, (1927), explained the failure of Weber's Law in
dim light to 0 selflight 0 of the retina.
Emphasizing the psychic aspects, Parsons (in 1927), state•
the apparent intensity (of a stimulus) is varied by the attenti
of the subject - being greater when total attention ia paid to
~~r,;:~~~-1:''"'-•

- - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

r~ the stimulus.
:~

It then usually followa Weber'• Law.

Adrian (1928) noted a proportionality between intensity of
sensation and the frequency of irapulaea along the involved nerve
fiber.

He thus attempted to •how a cloae correlation between th

physical properties efferent sensory nervea ad the mental
evaluation of efferent imput.
Thurstoo.e tested both the Weber and Fechner Laws by the
equal appearing sti1a1.li method.

His reaults satisfied the

Fechner equation but not Weber'• Law.

He concluded that there

probably was no connective between these two laws.
In the aarae year, Helmholtz verified at least the approximate accuracy of Fechner'• Law for light intensities.

In an experiment in tactile sensation 1 Cattell, et al,
(1931) used an airblaat stimulus on frog akin and waa able to

observe (in :l.nclividual nerve fibers) that if the atlmulation was
longer than the rest periods, adaptation soon occurred.

Also

noted was that with shorter atinulationa and longer reat periods
the receptor• followed a high etit111lation rate for a longer
period.
In a work somewhat more intimately related to the hypothesis
of this thesis, Matthews (1931) experimented with the muscle

~

~

proprioceptor and adaptation.
the first two seconds

a~er

He plotted the frequency during

the load was engaged against the log

L,~p~-------------,--------------

of the load and obtained an almost straight line.

Interestingly

he attributes this phenomenon to properties of the end organs
rather than the central nervous system.
In 1933, Urban, in an article, ''The Weber Fechner Law and

Mental Measurement, 0 felt that equality could not be produced by
a constant that attempted to equate psychic and physical entitie •
From a geometric standpoint, Fechner'• Law waa restated by
Beat, et al, in 1955.

"To cause a series of equal increments in

sensation the strength of the stimulus asst increase in geometri
progression."
Supporting somewhat the tactile work of Cattell on akin,
Leeford, et al, in 1935, noted that for audie intensity the
Weber Fechner constant waa, among other factors, a function of
the interval between tones.

In a similar vein, Cosier (1936)

held that there waa variation of sensation reaponae to a parti·
cular organ but that this was due to the organ'• ability to
change its capacity to exhibit reactions.

In 1936, Grindly found evidence that the value of threshold
is (in some cases) a function of the rate of stimulation.
he

Also,

held that the threshold was usually greater for the decreaae

of pressure and that the threshold for increase of pressure
~

'

~

leas.

'WIA&

Xawaaura. in his wire dimenaion experiment (1960), seems

L~~ianc~..., to this.

Steinhardt (in 1936 • also) demonstrated a

large Weber ratio for low intensity stimulation.

The ratio

decreased as the stimulus intensity increased but did not
(normally) increase again at high intensities.
Holway, et al, (1937) concurred with the findings of
Telford, et al, in that he held that variation does occur in the
organism's discriminatory performance.

Thia variation, he

believed, could be used to eatabliah various properties of the
organism due to lta capacity to vary performance.
stated he felt the Weber Ratio

11188

Holwy had

a specific dependent and

reproducible function of intensity for particular aenaory modalities.

Again in 1937, H.olwy, et al, found in his work with weight
discriud.~tion

that precision of judgement variea directly with

differential aenaitivity and that thia relation may be invariant.
The work of Van Leeuwen (1949) demonatrated the validity of
Weber's Law as a property of a single stretch receptor of the
frog muscle.

He also cautions that Weber's Law only shows lt-

self clearly when a large number of results are conaidered.

1I Thus, there are individual cases of fluctuation.

Ii
~

Manly, (in 1952) worked with dentition natural ve. artificial and dimenaional proprioception (that ia thickness of

~ discs, pressure of fibers, food texture and hardness of object• )

~
~

fi

(= He

a~owed the sensitivity of anterior teeth to be about ten

time• that of posterior teeth.

Kawamura (1960) in his wire

discrimination work is (for wire thickneaa proprioception, anyway) at complete variance and finc:la anteriors and molars to be
aboUt equal.

Geldard (in 1953) stated that for a single pressure sensitive spot, the Weber ratio appears to pass through a definite
minimum of middle ranges of effective stinllli.
Fulton (1955) stated that Weber's Law applied only for a
very limited range of intenaitiea and this wa aaauming small

continuous changes in the Juat Noticeable Difference were
ignored.
Barlow (1957) holds that Weber'• Law is valid for long,
large stinuli, especially at high intensities but the upper and
lower limit• of the curves deviate.
The third major proposition (the first being Weber'• Law,
and the second being Fechner'• Law) in the field was developed
by Stevena (1957) but foreshadowed by Guilford in 1932.

Guilfor

(1932) developed a psychophysical power equation dS•Kan.
Weber's Lawn is 1.)

(in

Thia equation 1• expressed verbally as,

ttthe just noticeable increment in a stimulus is equal to a

I;

constant time• the nth power of the stinulua."

However, it was Stevens who perfected the power equation as

L~lx.

He stated a principle that equal stinulus ratio• tend

to produce equal sensation ratioe.

He related direct aaseas-

ments of subjective magnitude to the stinmlu• by a power function
Stevens believed the fact that the J\16t Noticeable Difference
sensory scale ia a logarithmic function of the stimulus scale

(when the scale& are compared the JND's are not equal) invalidates Fechner'• assumption.
Kawamura (1959 and 1966) aa discussed earlier in thia
review, found that the Weber Ratio for natural dentition wire
discrimination • • O.l and that the periodontal ligament was
necessary for judging the size variation of the s11&ller wires,
, but not the larger ones.

these as accurately.)

(Denture patients could discriminate

Thia indicated to him a role of the

temporal mandibular joint and oral muscle receptors.
Wilke, in 1964, found (using a spring aestheaiometer) that
the mean axial threshold for maxillary and mandibular central
incisors waa .S2/.44gm.

He felt there was evidence of a direct

relationship between axial and radial thresholds.
In 1965, Grossman, et al, found that certain areas in the
oral cavity varied in tactile sensitivity and this was a direct
reflection on the regional distribution of the nerve supply.

He

especially cited the upper lip then the lower lip and tongue for
their tactile sensitivity.

L

Bown and liakfoor (1968) worked with force• on central

incisors of children.

He determined the Weber Ratio to be ten

to fifteen per cent of the standard applied force valuea uaed.
They felt the Stevena equation was more applicable for their
work than Weber or Fechner'• Law.
Soltis (1968) compared two groups of orthodontic patient•
one group refiuiring extraction of teeth; the other not requiring
extraction and found no significant difference in proprioceptive
abilities of maxillary anterior periodontal ligament function.
He noted that both groups had a leaaening of proprioceptive discrimination when orthodontic forces were applied to theae teeth,
but that this ability slowly returned u the forces of orthodontic appliances were lessened.

L_ _ _ _ _ _.______.

2.

REVIEW OF MUSCULAR ASPECTS
Ka~ra,

in a dissertation on occlusion, states, "With<lut

physiologic contraction of the jaw muscles and without normal
movements of the temporo mandibular joint, even a subject with
a morphologically normal occlusion is unable to occlude the

teeth properly." New literature tends to include auterior

dimensional proprioception in this 111.1scle temporal mandibular
joint relationship.

He then suggests that the voluntary mandi-

bular movement• are controlled by a minimum of two different
areas of the brain, the ..cortical jaw motor area" and the
"amygaloid hypothalmic area."
In 1937, it was revealed that the jaw motor area occupied
a large portion of the motor cortex suggesting such movements

to be well provided for by 1'Ull8roua cortical cells permitting
refined and skilled maneuvering•.

.Aa early

88

1934, experiments·

on cats showed that !U1'1.1ll81ian motor cortex stimulation• excited
jaw openers and relaxed jaw closer muaclea.

Kawamura recently

demonstrated on rabbits that the cortical motor area was concemed primarily with jaw opening and the amygdaloid-hypothalmic

area with closing.

i;
~

H

Later, he raised the question of a functiona

imbalance between these two brain structure• (e.g. emotional str as
or abnormal sensory input) may interfere with the proper physio-

l==logic .. movement of the mandible.

It seems poe•ible to this

author that such factors reacting on certain areas of the
brain could have a deliterious effect on oral dimensional
proprioception and certainly on the path of mandibular arc of
incision.

A further question i•t does the different ·airchial

pattern demonstrate for Class I, II, and III occlusions reeult
in altered ability for such dimensional proprioception.
Kawamura describes phyatologic rest position of the
mandible as that position where all jaw muscles are without
active contraction, and the mandible is only tonically suspended
against gravity.

He then states that somatic sanaory data from

, stomatogn&thic structures are transmitted to the V sensory
nuclei in the nedulla and from the proprioceptora of jaw nuaclea
to the midbrain trigemlnol nucleue.

Sherrington defines

proprioceptor• u receptors giving data concerning movements and
poaition of the mandible in space ancl discharging When changes
(i.e. in the muacle of mastications) occur.

These mechanics

are not under conectoua control.
By 1943, such men u Szentagotha, et al, had ahown the
midbrain trigemina nucleus cell• to be unipolar to the motor
neurons of V with one synapse (i.e. monoaynaptie) and then to

the muscles of t11&8tication.

Stating the process reflexly, the

muscle propriocoptor• tranamit through the midbrain nucleus to
the trigeminal neurone in the pons.

Kawamura statea, "Even

slight tensional changes of the jaw muscle induce a response in
both the midbrain nucleus and the motor nucl.us of the trigeninal

nerve. u
Finally speaking of the temporal manclibular joint, they
(Kawamura, et al) have found many modified Golgi ... Mazzoni End
Organs in the fibroua joint capsule of the cat temporal mandibular joint.

They state whenever the condyle move•, aenaory

infori.nation from the joint capsule ia transmitted to the trigeminal moto': nucleus which innervates the jaw mu.acles.

Sirila, et al, have demonatrated the ability of inciaors
to perceive the presence of sheets of tin foil aa then as 10

microns to 30 microns.

They attempted to relate this periodontal

proprioception to the oral stereognoaia and motor ability work
of Berry and Manhood (in which aubject• wre asked to identify
various geometric shape• of ten hm thick taba of acrylic, while
the motor ability teat involved fitting together a aerie• of
eeta of two pair of blocka).

They found no conformity between

periodontal aeneory appreciation and either the oral etereognosie or moter ability teats.

Quite the converee waa noted, how-

ever, in the clear correlation between the result• of the oral
sterognosis and motor ability teats..

From thie comparative

experiment, they concluded that ''Evidently, it is the tip of
~

~ tongu4l that i• the moat important feeler of objecta enter-

tog tbe mouth.

The teeth servtt only aa aupport• against which

the tongue preaeea eacb piece it feels out.

Speaking of the

teeth, their "unexpectedly high" perceptive sensiti'i.iity was

noted and it

tMS

stated "their (teeth) most important function ia

to detiei."mine the thickneas of objects coming between them."

ElOta& recently (1960) noted some •i&nificant factors in
this comparative threshold work

01.1

permanent teeth and age.

Using medium frequoncy alternating current pulses and monophaeic
direct current pulses ()f Sm sec duration, he found tb.at threshold

excitation ia independent of body weight and sex. and decreases
at the final atq;e of root development and age.

He postulate•

the cause aa due to the "Growtlt and degeneration phenomenon of
th~

nervoua receptor• of tbe dental pulp.u Further, a daily

minor variation in threahold .a noted.
Hollatein measured the lea.at perceptible tbickneas of
testing wires but failed to include the Weber Ratio or indicate
tbe perceptiole differcmce between two thickneeeu of wire.

Manly, et al, (1952) compared thickneas between two wirea
of varying materials.

The wires, howave1:, were quite thick and

few in number.

The most cloaely :i:elated work to'thia thesis ia that of
f

KalMmura who in 1959 related a study covering a total of six

L~~3

natural dentition, 1 complete denture, l maxillary denture,

l mandibular crown) with all other natural teeth subjects and
wires gradiated at lat, 2ot, 30% to standard.a of 1, 2, 3, 4,

smm.

His results noted that the order in which the testing was

carried out effected the Weber :Ratio.

He used thicker first;

next, he tried the thinner first, and finally a mixture at
random.

The first resulted in 101 discrimination (for 2.00em vs.

l.9n:m).

The second way (thin then thick) resulted in 30% di•-

crimination, and the random resulted in 80% discrimination.
Speed testing was not a factor in accuracy; therefore, he
assumes that the discriminative ability of these teeth is "not
effected by phyaic or other bodily condit:l.ons. 0

In the cases

where dentures replaced upper or lower dentition effictency of
this dimension judgement vu strongly reduced.

However, the

discrimination of the poet crown patient waa nearly equal to
that found in natural dention eubjecta.

From hia data, l.a11MmUra

states that persona with natural dentition can discriminate with
100% accuracy between two wires with a diameter difference of
l<rZ (Weber Ratio-0.1.)

Since this eame ratio was shown for both

the incisors and molars (even though molars show less tactile
sensation than do inciaora) the results are attributed to the
degree of difference of overbite between the molar and inciaor.
p

j

Thus, he asaumes that the pattern of pressure qaiut the tactile

L=receptor is to be changed in the tneisor "when the testing wire

i• thicker and the degrees of opening for bite go beyond the

normal overbite level."

Since a complete denture patient with-

out a periodontal ligament could still discrimir.ate between two
~omparatively

thick wires as well as the natural dentition sub-

jectz, be assumes that uwhen the mouth 1• opened beyond a certain
degree, the senses of the mandibular joint might come into
action strongly."

Since amount of opening and mandibular }>i)Sition aeem to
bring into play various musclQ and joint receptors (other than
those in the periodontal ligament), some aspect• of mandibular
position and muscle tone will now be reviewed.
Jacobs, •tudying effect of nuscle tone on uaandihular poei-

t:ton, states that, "there is no random activity of motor units in
a resting nuacle to afford an 'active tonus."

These electromyo-

graphic studies indicate that nconaiderable movements may be
performed without releasing reflex activity tn the iauaele itself.•
lie then cloaes by denying the old assumption that mu.acle stretch
and stretch reflex are adequate atiuulua to maintain an active
tonic condition.
Along similar studies, Ahlgren noted that "during active
lowering of the mandible, no action potentials were recorded
from the elevator muacle."

L~ ~tioa

He noted, however, that in elevation

potential• appeared in the antqoaiete near the

beginning of that movement.
Concerning maxbnal jaw openings, a survey of 436 adults wit

a normal functioning maaticatory system demonstrated the mean
maximal opening to ba 50.23un (Lingell 1967).
Tra?ozz.ano, et al, in speaking of the terminal rotational

position of the condylea, saya, "!lotation will alao take place
if there is one point of contact between. a moveable extenaion

and a fixed surface.

It is this type of movement which may

account for the finding of multiple hinge axis points."

This

show• the extrerme number of mandibular positions poaaible, and,
tharefore, the I:ltlltituda of different stimulation

pattet"'tlS

poa-

sible for dimensional proprioception.

Finally, Kawamura (1963) in a study of the Temporal
Mandib-J.lar joints sensory mechanism of the cat etates that
histologically many golgi • maaonni

~nd

organs are in the fibr

joint capsule especially at the frontal attd V\)ltei:ior parts.
also note• a

~apid

He

'Oulbar and spinal trigeminal scn1eory nuclei

response to condylar movements.

Fr<>r!l this result, he a1sumes

that muscle proprioceptive mechanisms and poesibly also proprio-

ception from the temporal mandibular joint etrongly participate

to control the muacle activitiet of the jaw.
Brill (1957) atatea that the function of muscular activity

~eel

to a degree on nervous impulses originating :l.n the

proprioceptive system. and thia oystem.'1 p..erve endings or receptor

organs are found in muscles as ~pindles.

He further states that

in periodontal ligament a; and j oi~nt capsules a great number of
similat· functioning receptor ..,rgsna e.?:·e also found.

A oru.scle

consists of motor unite which, in turu, are made up ~f a group of
muscle cells and a netve fiber.

'l't.aae c~lla which belong to the

o-&1.e motor ut•it are distributed throughout the tm.:uacle.

Thus,

i·it>Wever, sam.\ll mot:Jt' untts possess more eells and requi r-e greater

o~i~inates

tn the smallest units of the l"J'West threshold values.

He concluded that consciousness merely ts used t(') tn1.t1ate and/o
t!.rr.d. nate

inhe1:~mt

reflexes patterns.

,/
I
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ANATOMY OF THE l.VIJSCLE SPINDLE

Great quantities of informati<>n are transmitted frrxn the

muscle and tendons to the spinal cord and the cerebellum (Guyton.
1961).

They cause reflexes associated with equilibrium, posture,

and damping.
organs:

There are two varieties of muscle-tendon sensory

the muscle spindle and the Colgi tendt?n appat"atua..

The

muscle spindle i• built around f:ht:ee to ten very m1.nl1te i..ntrafusal muscle fiber• which, in tum, attach to nearby skeletal
muscle fibers.

Each intrafusal fiber has a middle

nucleated and without cross striations.

the center.

th~

i.nt:!'afuaals

The annulospinal nerve ending ie entwined around

From this ending goes "large type A ne1ve fiber"

(1.6 microns or greater).

are flower

heavily

Thia porti_on eannot

c,-,ntract but rather is stretched ...:men the ends of

are contracted.

~()!le

sp~ay

On either side ,1f the nw~leatt?d

nerve endings.

ner'vP. fihet" (S f'.'licrons).

area

They are connected to a smaller

A fa!'.' fl)Ot'e severe stretchin.1'.".' of the

The nerve supply of the intrafuaal fibers, per se, is small
gamma motor nerve fibers.
the spindle to cootract.

If these ar.e stimulated, they cause
The central ner.vnus system is able

consequently to regulate the musele spindles by regulating the
ganna efferents.

The muscle spindle can be stimulated in two

ways, (1) stretch of the entire muscle belly (This stretches the
~------------------------------......

--------------------------

-- _ ______JI;

muscle apindlea) or (2) by contraction of the intrafuaal fibers
of the spindles.

Either results in a stretch of the center of

the intrafusal fibers.

muscle spindle.

It is this stretch which excited the

The amount of stretch is important since

excitation of the anulospinal endings (small amount of stretch)
excites the homonymous muacle while excitation of the flower
spray (only great stretch excites) inhibits (by reflex) the
!00.Sele.

The receptor functi.ons as opposed to the spinal ct>rd and

cerebellar reflex functions of the 1'11.lacle spindle are detection
:>f

muacle length and rate of change in the muscle length.

Thus,

the spindle responds inatantly to phaaic changes in the m.uacle
length but in a few seconds it adapts and then t.he set en: static
length of the muscle determines the degree of stimulation.

The central nervous syatem is able to regulate the rm.tac.le

spindle response through the gamma efferents.
The tendot". areas

a~e

supplied with a specialized nerve

ending the G·:>lgi tendon apparatus.

It lies between tend::m fibers

and is stimulated only by tension on the tendon.

It differs

from the spindle in that it detects muscle load.

It, too, ia

connected with a large (16 micron) ner.ve fiber aod when atimu ..
lated initiates an inhibitot'y reflex in the muscle to prevent

dalnage from overload.

Most ,)f the muse le spindle - Golgi tendon o:rgan information
is ni::lt transmitted it'ito the conscioua portion of the brain, but

rather to the spinal cord and to the spino .. cerebella:- tracts and
into the cerebellum.

However, those sensati<:>ns that are trans.-

,llitted into the conscious part of the. brain give a subject c:>n-

tinual knowledge of the force with 1fhich he is contracting his
ra.uscles.

Thus, he can determine the magnitude of weights he i•

lifting or force he is applying.

This is "muscle aennti :m. 0
1

It is thought that the large sensory fiber to the muscle

spindle does not transmit senaorv information directlv into the
c:>11sci ..>us a.ceas of the b::ain but rather goes to the spinal cord
and cerebellum as the affecent

a.1"111

of ::-eflex v:-eactl('.)ns.

It °'.s

the intErmediate sized fiber (S microns) with ·tts fl,,wer ending
that transmits into th.e consc:l:rus area

and~

thaa 1 r:·uch ,,f our so

called nruscle sense coines from the flower spray endin.gs.
G>::-anit (1!J62) c::>ntends that as fat.· as is nnw known, gamma
fiber activity

~.s

extreme lengths.

not

r~~-;ula.ted

by !:U!Sclc length except for

Ue believes that: single fiber wock is not al··

w-a.ys applicable to general sitttations because \)ne ia using

'{)ar8

pro totot and there is a kind of overlap of efferent innervations
and, thus, spindles do some averagin6 •:>f efferent net effe.ct.

In the same year, Mcintyre stated that although not

definite~

ly settled, the balance of evidence indicates that moat muscle

spindle eignals do not reach cortical levels, and the stretch
receptors probably play little signif:f.eant part in conaciott8
Ft'oprioception.

He further states that probably r:tost of the

cortical repreeentation is to signal injury.

The sense of

movement and position being served by recepto1:s mostly nutaide

the muscle1..

He gives pacinian. corpuscles joint, subcutaneous

and cutaneous receptors as examples of such r.eceptors.
Sbimaau • et al, ( 1962) aug.geata three kinds of central

nervous system controls:
1:.-cobably

maintainin~

1.

a diffuse activating r>athWfly

nauscle tone through the Gamma J..noy>; 2.

reaiprrK!ally rnrx!utattng pathway
movanent; 3.

ft:'.!J:"

smooth and

a

recip~:-ocating

some ntUScle spindle G!"oup II fiherP. '1ppear to

receive special efferent CNS control.
Boyd, et al 1 0.962) speaks on grou1:rs nf <"ld.gf.,., in rhe
nerves to skeletal muscle of gamma one and tw'> fusimotor ff.hers
and suggests that thlck.ly and th.:'i.nly m:1e1inated f'.'arnma fiber.s are
rep:r.esentative sul:.aB.vi.s:t,:ins

<)f

the traditi1}nat g.atnuta group into

two components which are, perhaps, the stera fibers of the gaama

1 and g&'lm::.a 2 motor fibers found at the spindles

~espectively.

Baker (1962) in an article on the structuce and distributio1
of muscle receptors states that the muscle spindle of the cat
(rectus femoru& muacle) has a complex afferent innervati.ou consiet·

1ng of one p1:imary and two secondary endings to an intrafusal

f!'!UScle hundle 'Which has >ne la.cge l\t.<.clctar bag fibe.\.", one inter"

111cdiate fib1i?;r and

th~e•

Ja.z.·y ti!nding next to cha p·rimar:;
d~;;

,;ther

c!-~1.z-f'ly

1'~1e aecon~

au;i,all nuclea,e cr"'8.in fil:.ers.
i~ ..:~ii~fly

.: ii1;;;s

&1d

iiipirala and

sprays.

Ea!c.er, et al, ( ~ 'J62)

th~

sa.':le year speaking on the inner-

·v.J.ti'.'.)n of .tndi·.,,idual intrat\1s&l muscle fibe-ra

rep~rts

the

presence of a number of very fine nerve fibers in spindles which
innel.-vate the intrafusal muscle fibers in the equatorial a.reA.
They branch and end as, free epiler:nal tet"nlinals in the area of

sensory innervation.

They cmelude that they a:re probably

sympathetic fi.bers and cause sign! :fie.ant chan,:;es in the thresh::.l
c)f spindle :ceceptors applied to stretch as pee Hunt {1960).

Fu-rthe"r, C:h>per (l'J62), writing on t:he behavior of spindle
recept ::> -_·s during ntusc le stretch states that the marked responses
1

1f the p.cirnary endings t:o any form of movement of the muscle are
enhanced &"Ki controlled when tbe spindle mot<Jr is intact.

PainL:al (1962) in a discussiim on reaponses and pressure
pain receptors of mannalian muscles cvncludes that if one is
searching for preaaure pain endings ·me has merely to find endings connected to fibers with a

diam.ate~ ~f

ab;)Ut l

t~

3 microns

near their terminatirnl and the majority of these sh'='Uld be
pressure pain

recept~rs.

Cooper, writing in 1953 on proprioception in the tongue

confL".'med histologicalJ.y ~ the

pce;;;t.~n1..c

of a goodly supply of

m:Jsc le spitl<Ues in the intr.in8ic ttuscles of tht> human tnngue >

cat and lar"'.h.

The path.way for these organs is helieve<' to lie

in the hypogl'..,aeal nerve and un'.".'e lat€d t ') the sensory type :.:;anglirm cells in tht? tongue.

Cooper further notes that thr,mgh the

lingual nerve the tongue has veey rich a.f ferent
the trigeminal nerve complex

Baron

(l9~'i)

c~eetf.ons

with

and, perhaps• as suggested by

some tongue y.tror>rloeE!pto'.?'8 send mPSB&ges to the

brain.stem hy this nerve.
ings nay act as low

She further emphasizes that other end•

thresh~ld

stretch

recepto~s,

for exatttple,

stretching a cat extraocul&i: muscle stimulates the t'hir.d nerve

e\•en though in spite ryf the a1>aenee .-,f muscle spindles (C..,oper
and l'illens - 1952).
Ursula (195C'J) in hie tnrk on morphological 4'bservattrma on

the living ne"..troniusculai- spindle. isolated epindlea f?"om a
living fr-,s.
tioos)

~ost

the lllUScle.

He noted that (in contradiction to fixed preparaspindles occupied

~ly

a part ryf the total length of

In virtually all of the fifty epindle• examined,

each intrafusat muscle bundle contained only one

p~~ma~y

ir·

regular ammlo spiral structure.

Further, no equat>Tr:ial zone "lf interruption of croaa striation common

to all the intrafusal fibers ln a bun•te was noted.

~

--------------------------------------------------------------------,
i<.obertaon (1960) atat•• that •tretch on the whole auacle or

stit11ulation. of the efferent nerves to the iutraf'u.aala ootb result
in

1111

increase in afferent impulses from the

tuei: states that

e~h

~'.>ntinuou•

intt"afuaal fiber is a

running from tendon to tendon in the muscle.

lie fur-

~pintlle.ti>.

atructure

lie deacribea

spindlea as areas in 'Which the number of myofibrila ia greatly
reduced, the area of muacle wembraue

~eatly

increaaw<l in fold.a.

He viaualiae• a cup-like extension of muaele tiasue around a
spindle axon.

Upon contraction of tbia muscle the molecule• of

tne axon membrane could be separated resulting in depolarization
and an action potential.
Kennedy, in a recent article (lJt>B) ou tb.e bmervation of

the human muscle spindle describes it u
c011tparisoo to extra fuaal

i~acle.

a dense intlervat.ion in

In hia stutly. he used human

intercoatal spindle& strained by silver

impr~gnativn.

He noted

most: apicdlea bad between ten and '1igL-ic;.een nerve fibers. the

largest going to tbe nu-clear bag and. nuclear chain area.

lt then

branchee and these &i ve ufi short extensiotw wh.ich coil arouud
"illlacle fibers and t:eri:ninat£1 as tu£ts.

Further, uoat.. t;)pindles

also have secvndary nerve endings, and

~ome

also enter t.he spindla.

int:t::-::nedi.ate

11\ese latte.:: are presumc.::d ;: :)

have bulb• sphere, and spra)' endc;;.

fiti~r•

h.~ ii10L>r

Finally• a fourtti. gc0up 0f

fibers is obse.t..--ved to tmL:e.i: tha t>pindls.

'l.'hese a::e very thin

an l

,,..._-------------------------.
and have elmple endlnga.

It i• not certala if theae encllaga

are placed on tntraf'uaal 'DlU•cle or connective tiaatw .

The following

croaa aectlon of data on the periodontal liga-

ment, for the moat part, clemoutrat• the --.lllary ancl.ma.ndl-

bular branchea of the trlpmlaal (v) nerve ea it• aource of
im.Mltt&tion.

lerve fiber• are found to come from aun:oundlq

alveolar bone eel from the apt.cal region.
P...1.. (19.57) believed aeuory nerve aupply for the tooth

wee deri.ved frOll pulpal origin.

Be ._.

also one of the earlier

men to wit• of the • - of locality (or ability) of th• dentition to pinpolae locatlou.

Black (1924) beltevecl

•o atrongly

in the lmwrvatioa of the pedodoatal ligament and. it• being
the aouroe of propdoception for the tooth that be felt that thi

•-tioa would

~n

intact nen if both giaglval and apical

eacle of the 11_.t ware dlMCted _,...

Moyes (1921) spoke of -4 or.-.
ln the Uge11ent.

A few years prior,

M" at leut free nerve

lie felt they wre beacled in shape.

endlna•

In bl•

.._...,.t he lbd.tecl the ._.ory fmactlon of the 11.-nt to
,

touch only.

lradlaw. aome f i f t - year• later (19S6), cleacribecl the
nerve ..Shiga •

tend.nat coll•.

Be alao

diacovered that: the

pedc>doatal Mrve fibers on ocoaalon arrive at the l i s - t by
way of the iat.,..ntal nptum.

That la, they enter the

aad thee travel through lt before entering the ligament.

••ptum

Van der Sprer.kel ir!

th~ s~

rea-· de&cribed three diet inct

cr>dings for the mylineated nerve fiber•.

l. Especially in the

central portion ,Jf the ligament he founa axons devoid

,~f

their

2. Cl()ae lo the bony rettculun• be discovered

u.1yelid sheath.

certalc.. sma.11 and .r·inga.
propt·ioception.

He felt their function was for preasurt

Finally 3.

Surr~ing

the various nuclei of

tne connective tiaaue of the ligament were terminal reticula.

Again in

19~6.

»rs.shear noted that urge nerve fiber• are

found in tt1e per1.od,,r,tal liga.Dlel.'lt out i1ot in t:Qe dental pulp.
He felt thi•

dental

ah~

th• selective nature of tne diatribution of

.a-meati,~•.

L.-"'1.naky and Stewart (1937) carefully traced end deecribed
the lipmnt fibers that originated from the apical area of the
tooth.

'l'b.e-y nocad these went towat."d tbe gingi·9a and wer. seen

with blood v.aaol• in longitudinal bundlea.

main types of fibers, thick anti thtn.

·rnere

appeared two

The thick were noted to

have two varieti•s -ot special endings end organa.
ltnoaby •wlling and fine branching organs.

The•• WU"e a

Theae end 'lrgana

were linked with dental tacti.le and p-:e<*tjU:."e •en•atioos.
Dealittg with foi."Cea, Pfaft.un ( l ·~3'>) de'l'ftOftstratad that a

farce against a tooth ( frocs i:me directit:JD ouly) atimulated a
single fiber preparation; Wii.leroas, when a full nerv¢ trunk waa

used, force applied to th• tooth :from any uirecti»n gave ..

neural reaponae.

From tbia, be concluded that with the tactile

endings in the periodontal ligament only one of deformation of
the particular receptor aorgan is effective.
In 1940, C\n:bin and Hard.son working on the meaencephallc
root of the eat demoruatrated that dental proprioceptive impulaea
were directed through the lower caudal half of the root.
Neaa (1954) working with the rabbit's central incisor di•·
e·overed responses were related linearly to the log of the magni·
tude of the atiauli if the force was lees than 100 grams.

Fur-

ther, he noted that the end organa abowed directionality ad
believed this waa poaaibly a property of the orientation of the
individual receptor•.
A year later, Lowenatein and Rothkmap (19S.5) compared vital

and non-vital teeth and their aenaitivlty to a spring aeathiou10ter.

The vital teeth were found to be more aeaaitive and they

postulated the presence of lntradental receptor• (pulpal) in
addition to tbe ligament end organa.

He

gave 2. S gm u

the aver-

age threshold for teeth (which he felt claaaified teeth as organs
of high 1enaorial aensitivity.)

He held that threabolda increaeel

significantly from inciaor (.9p) to first molar (4.5gm).
Further, be held a fifty-seven per cent riee in threahold of
pulpleaa teeth.

The work concluded evidence md.ata for existence

of intradental aa well aa periodontal preaaoreceptora.

P.app, et al, in 1957 noted throughout the periodontal

meat, highly organised encapaulated neural term.I.nations.

liga~

They

were deacrtbed •• conaleting of intertwining fine neurofibrila.
The general abape of the atructure waa ovoid.
In 1959, Bemlck deacribed two varletf.ea of nerve endings
according to the type of fiber.

Medulated fiber• and ends

devoid of the myelin aheath and the unmyellnated fiber• were
drawn lnto apindle like endings.

The non-modulated fibers

formed branching• (arboratlon•) and free nerve ending• came from
the••·

Kruger and Michael (1962) working in a atmilar vein to
Pfaffman (1939) told of it uaually being neceaury to check the
particular aurface of a canine of a decerebrate cat to give a
reaponae to a particular preciae tactile etimulua.

Further,

they felt the dental end organa to be f ..t adapting.
A year later, Jerge reportM two general group• of inner-

vation pattern• for dental preaaoreceptora for the cat.

The

first group involved a responae when a single tooth was stimulated.

The aecond aeemed to aupply (innervate) a group of teeth

and even adjacent soft ti•aue.

(Perhaps the tiaaue remnant• of

group two are responsible for aome of the dtacriminative ability
of denture patienta by lawamu.ra in 1967.)

K.iator, et al, (1968) demonstrated that aenaitivity to

force application waa greater along the long axi• of the cat
canine than other ax.ta.

They uaed identical fore.. and applied

th• to varioua areaa and at varioua angle• to the canine•.
They explained this on the baaia that the encapsulated oval
end orgaaa bm.ervated by large nerve fillJera were obaervecl only
in the apical 1/3 of the periodontal 11.--.t.

they felt th•••

receptor• would be more dietorted from a long axis force than

a lateral axi• force.
~

•d llakfoor (1967) noted no dlrectioul senaitlvlty

in hum• mmd.11.ary inclaora.

They deaonatratecl

al.moat ldetical

equatiou for apr..ain,g the peychophyaical law with fonee ap•
plied the long axle (dS .231· 861) aacl foroea applied 90° to
the loaa al• (dS

.241).

Makfoor (1967) aotecl t.n orthodontic

patiata that following four daya of light orthodontic f orcu

(applie4 to central inotaora) a change in the ability of the
patiata to

teeth.

diffe~iate

differeace tn fore.. applied to th.ea•

Furthermore, after four

marke41y lowred.

day•. the pain threahold wu

,...-______________________________________________________-_ _
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CHAPTER III

INSTK.tJMEl1.rATIOlf AID METHODS

i.

lusg:gdycg;&qp

Twenty-two aubjecta were uaed in this study.
normal and various typea of Mloecluaiona.
Claaa I maloccldions..

They consisted of
Five •re Angle

Six were Angle Clau I or normal molar

relatiotl8hip with all dentition within normal parasaetera of

positioning.

Normal molar& ... mala11gnecl anteriors.

Six were

Clasa II maloccldioo v.lth the mandibular first molar either
in end to end or diato version to the uxillary firet molar.

Five were Angle Clue III molar relatlouhip.

In thia study

all patient• wre unbadecl.
The subject• were aalyud in two reapecta.

First, demen·

atonal proprioceptive diacrf.mt.nation abilities, and secondly
in the path of their arc of inciaf.on.

A correlation was then

produced betwen the afor. .ntiOllfHI Angle cluaea.

2. ll1t

m. .,2111 rrsmr121nsm

Tuttu

iMtnatD~•

Tbeae material• coaaiated of grad.lated bar stocks turned to
an accuracy of 0.01 of a millimeter.
finieh steel.

the:l.r aurfacea were satin

Their abape, cylinclrlcal.

A urtea of such bar

stocks were atandardiaed at five ,_. cent interval• for four

I~
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increments above and below the standard.

There were five aeta

of etandarda.

Grad&Atd St;apdfl:dl l!.P:o\1919:
standard plus 20%

2.4

7.2

14.4

21.6

28.8

n

"

151

2.3

6.9

13.8

20.7

27.6

H

n

101

2.2

6.6

13.2

19.8

26.4

51.

2.1

6.3

U.6

18.9

25.2

standard

2.0

6.0

12.0

18.0

24.0

standard leas S'Z

1.9

5.7

11.4

17.l

22.8

n

.

..

0

10%

l.S

5.4

10.8

16.2

21 .. 6

u

u

lSCZ.

1.7

s.1

10.2

15.3

20.4

n

tt

201

1.6

4.8

9.6

14.4

19.2

Each aet of nine bar •tockl waa mounted on an identical
rotatin& diae.
the weight.

not open.

The larger atocka were hollow ground to reduce

However, the end la contact with the subject was
Each •et of stock• (eight plua the standard) were

mounted from the underaide wt.th Allen bolt• exactly the same
distance apart.

The center of the diac contained a gaaket into

which the tip of the mounting arm fit.

Thia enabled a smooth,

easy turning of the mouated diac in either a reverse or a for-

Lward poaltion.

lil
I
1

- 3k>-

1

r
The mounting ann consistel"! of l-it'avy gauge stainless $t'eel

flexible conduit with the disc receiving tip on the top and
a

"c"

clamp de,rise on the bottom. which attached to a horizontal

arm of the testing chair.

(See figure 1.)

The chair was a typical dental chair wf.th a comfortable
padded back and seat.

A thirty-sh inch horizontal chrome arm

extended from a hinge on the left arm rest to a latch on the
right arm reat.

From tht1 hortsontal bar was mounted the disc

holding arm by its "C" clamp.

The patient ws seated oomfortabl;

in th.e chair- the borieontal bar locked ad a disc placed upon
the mounting amt.

The subject waa ehown the apparatus and given

a trial run firat between a standard and lf11 incrrYnt above and
then 10'1 increment below,

(See figure 2.)

Be • • instructed to

incise upon the bar stock (hereafter referred to as "w1re 0 ) with
hi• maxillary and mandibular centrals only.
ci:m.tact were to be avoided.

Lip and tongue

The wire to be tested was 1'."0tated

in front of the subject's mouth and then by use ~,f the flexible

arm carefully brought up to hi• incisors.

He incised ·on a ff.rat

and then a sec-md wire in the above rMntioned manner.
the second wire was

conta~ted,

After

the auhject was asked to tell

which was the larger, the first or the second wire.

The subject

was always to aay i:nerely "first" or "second," wb!chevet" he felt

was larger.

-3~-

;tzur

2
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After this intr:.:xluction, th(;': s•J.bjact was bliud£:1lded and the

tests carried out.

(Xawamura in his related work used six aub-

5ects, three with full natural dentition and perceived

a

dimensional p:::oprioception discrimination 10<1%. of the time for a

.10

~r

10'1 thickness difference for a limited range of standard&

Iu 'lur initial t:rl.ala, we choose to use a. 701r. accu1·acy
(7 C':)rreet evaluations out of 10) for a particular pair of wtrea
as a satisfactory demonstration of abi.lity to discrin1inate

between the two particular thicknesnes.

Using. this

paramete~,

it became apparent that many of the suhjects could achieve 7rrt..
aecu~acy

between si thickness gradiation to the standard,

particularly for the 6, 12, and 1!3 a.tandards.

The·;:efare t the

htdividual wires in a series were compared to each

~)th.er

obtain a percentage less than 51 thickness difference.

following, demonstrating less than 5%
were 1.tsed.

The

difference,

(See complete chart next page.)

4.Jl
Ratio used ta
obtain le•• 2.3:2.4
than 5% difference
standard

dimansi~.mal

to

2

4.n

4.31

6.9:7.2

4.31.

4 .. 31.

13.8:14.4 20.7:21.6 27.6:28.8
12

6

18

24

From this trial, the climeaalonal proprioception could be
teated below 57. difference and thi• data where applicable waa

··--------................

.........................

._

.,

PAIR.ED I,IDIVIOOAL DIMl!§IQIW: CQHPMISOIS

2.4

4.n

9.11.

2.3
9 .. 5%

10.ot

,

11.1%,

2.0

1.9
1.8

11.rl

14.4
4.3t.

13.8

6.9

4.St.

2.2

4.n

2.1
•

7.2

1.7

'=Pl.
1

s.Oi
s. n
S.61

4.Tl
§,0

5.7

S.4
S.1

s.~

12.n
1.6

13.2

6.3
1

s.oi

s.n
S.6%

.1a.2
11.4
10.8

4.8%

s.91
s.01

s.n
S.61

4.3%

4.51.

26.4

19.8

ll•2
17.l
16.2

2S.2
~-0'%.
1

s.oi
s.n
S.61

15.3

14.4

4.51
4.81.

4.8'1

S.91.

9.6

28.8
27.6

18.9

10.2
s.~

4.8

20.7

12.6
~·Pl

4.n

4.St.

4.51

6.6

4.n

21.6

24.0

22,8
21.6

s.g
s.oi

.

s.n
5.61

20.4
5.9'1
19.2

s.n

I
.J;:
Q
I

The archial correlation for Angle Class I n<.>rmal and for

Class I

1

I! and II! aal..Jcclusiona was carried ·:.>Ut by use of a

:3erics cf seven superimposed lateral head plates.

These were

kept with the patient's p~·etanent ~ecords to be :..iaed fot: future
'>rth~ontic

d:lagnoais.

The Wehla.:r.c cephlostadt was uaed and

identical positions of tho patient we:ee sect1red by use of
hf'.'i•;ht ad :ustment of the cephliJ&tadt and placement 0i purion

rodt1 at the aame height for an eutb:e &eries..

orbital pointer and a nasion locator were used.

Also the infra.

The casette

was positioned at a constant 15m:n. frota t:he subject:.

The seven. lateral headplatea coneiated of:

1.

centric relation

2.

centrals incising and holding the 2na standard

3.

catral.a tnciaiq sad holding the 6mm standard

4.

centrals incising and holding the 12-t standard

S.

centrals incieing and holding the 18mm etandard

6.

centrals incising and holding the 24nm standard

1.

mandible wide open

The serial radiograpbs were then orientated and related
to themaelvee by means of superimpoaition of the fallowing for
each seriea.

1.

center of Sella Tursica

2.

Nasiot•

3.

'l~he

4.

'l'he maxillary central incis;Jr

antet:ior cranial oa&e

The arc vf incision tracing was plotted on acetate pape:;:

at tllfl tip of the mandibul&l.· central incisor and a p&l."allel
are

watJ

al•o traced. at pogoniou.

The seven point• thus gave one continu\'u* arch for each

normal Angle class I and Angle claaa I, II and Ill .aalocclu:.1ions.

line) waa traced

fu~

each nead plate.

Linea parallel to

tt1i~

an

second line was drawn frout ci..1e center of aella turati..:a Ji..·ect:ly

linea were meuured and analyzed to COdlP'L'e with tne data
gathered in the

d~ional

pr\lprioception portiun of

t~1is

e.xpe

ment.
In conclusion. the average arc• of incision for Ar1e;le Clase

I normal, and Clu• I, 11 and 111 raaL>cc l.uai.:>ns are compared.

Finally it ia hoped that a contiawttion study after u.cthodontic
treatment will be taken on thtuua aame sub ects by some future

inveatigator.

-J./1-

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The standard dimension values used in this study are tboae
listed under "Methods and Materiala." The extreme dimensional
value at the upper limit (ie l6an series) is intended as a meas-

urement at maximal opening range and not necessarily one which
will fall within optimal range of the psycho-physical law.
Each facet of data was entered in terms of actual difference

in dimension (diameter) discernable and also in terms of percent
of the standard dimension value• used (see appendices).

The

Weber Ratios were changed to percent values to aid in the statistical analysis of the data with the independent form of the studentiaed

"t" test.

Table I ahowa a comparison of the mean Weber Ratios and
standard deviation.• for the diaenaional value• for each series
(ie 2 - 6 - 12 - 18 - 24 - 36na) and bow they compare for Clasa I
normal, Class I malocclusion, and Clue II and Class III.

Each

mean value ia the average for all the members of the particular

occluaal claaaification..

All proprioception data for each

patient was acquired at one appointment and the cephlometric
data at another to avoid fatique.

It should be stated that the

largest bars of the 36aa atandard (41.4mm vs

43.2mm) were not

used on all subject• due to the subject's inability to open

~

T.ABLE I

He.@n Weber Ratio! for I11c.i,s§l Ac.9J..f.Y of .Diansional

Propri,ocegigp

Bar
Thieb.esa

Class I Normal
Occluaion
6 aubject•

2ma hara
6mm bar•

Claas II

Class III

6 •ubjeets

5 subjects

.± .0395
. 0717 ± . 0246

. 0620

.± .0284

. 0774

± . 0244

.0548 + .0183

• 0614

.± .0286

.OSSO.± .0185

,0656 .t .0229

! . 0261

.0736 + .0276

-

• 0806 + . 0202

-+ . 0258*
.0453 + .0035
-

• 0726

.± . 0315

• 0836

.0548

± .0204

-+ . 0424

• 1066.

• 0565

± . 0177

.0730;.t .. 0300

-

• OS94

± . 0260

• 0617

.0746

± .0304

.06.68 + .0225

• 0663

.OS12 + .00136
bar•

Class I
Malocclusion
5 &ubjects

.0777

.±

.0401

± .0222

. 0605

-

-

I

*+

-.t.:

standard deviation

~·

-Jf(p-

sufficiently to receive them.
In comparing the six standards of meaaurement, the Weber
Ratios, in general, are smaller and closer numerically in the
12, 18, and 24mm aeries.

The 2 and 6 mm •eriea are slightly

larger but still near those of the 12, 18, and 24mm series.

Thia

suggests that the optimal range of the psycho-physical law for
dimensional proprioception lies in the area of the 12, 18, and
24nm series.

The 2mm and 6mm series then would represent

possibly the lower limit of the optimal functioning range.

The

36mm series is larger and more distant numerically, indicating
the upper limit of the optimal range.

It is noteworthy, how-

ever, that the 36mn series ia nearly of the same magnitude as
those in the optimal range.
Table 2 shows the means for orientated angles (sella naaios
to mandibular central'• inciaal surface) cephlometric study of
the arc of closure.

Seven lateral headplatea in centric, biting

on the 2, 6, 12, 18, and 24mm bars, and maximum opening were
used.

Table two lists maana for Claaa I normal occlusion.

Class I malocclusion, Class II, and Class III.

In comparing the six standards, the mean angles in all
instances grow smaller the wider the jawa are opened.

With the

exception of the wide open position, Class I normal and Class
III mean angles grow progressively smaller in intervals of two to

~
'L\BLE 2

!*fs_apf!....f.<!JS....Qt'ientattd Angl eJ& ,i!J Ceph lometr&c

Bar

Class I Normal

Class I

Class II

Class III

Thickness

Occluai(m

Z.Ialocclusion
5 subjects

5 subjects

5 subjects

.± 3 .48
124.0 ± 3 03
123. 0 ± 2.83

129 . 4 :!: 3' 61

12 :;):J " ~

·t'

2 40

127.4

± 4.49

127 .2

±

l. )4

12!LO

±

125.6 i 1.50

.±

3.63

121.4.: 3.56

122. 6

116.4 + 4 13

113.4 +· 4.54

120.4 .:t 2.25

6 subje<.::ts

-

CENTRIC

128 ·. 5 ·t· . 96*

2nD bar

124. 3

.± .91.

6nu bar

124.3

± 1.25

124 .. i

4.43

:i.J

12na har

121.8 .i 1.07

lSmrn bar

118. 7

24ua bar

116.17+ 1.34

112.2

3.87

115.0

± 4.69

117 6

wide open

109. 0 :::. 2. 75

102.S + 2.93

107.0

± S.08

110.2

wide Op&

mean mn111ary

mean tnald.llary

mean maxillary

opening

opening • 44.411& opening - 44am

.±

1.105

~

43ca

119.0

-

.:t

-

.±

2. 15

- 2.06
+

.±

4.70

I

mean maxillary
~
opening • 4S . 4mra ":"

three degrees.

Claas l malocclusion i• much more irregular,

with virtually no decrease in angulation between centric,
2mm and

mu

level.

Aleo, Class I malocclusion angulation is approximately

and then a sudden drop of four degree• to the 12m.m

four degree• smaller than any of the other groups.

Class II is

quite regular in it• decreasing increments with the exception of
the 4- drop between the 6lma and 12mn1 levels.

The orderly and

regular progression of tneae angles eorreaponda to the rather
uniform ...an Weber R.atioa for the acuity of dimenaioi141 pr'J ...
prioception for the 2 1 6, 12, 18, and 24mm series.
The atudentiaed ..t" statistical comparisons between the
varloua bar dlmenaioaa for Cla•• 1 normal occlusi.ou are pre-

sented in Table 3.

The compariaona of this study ahz>W no

aigaificant difference between the varioua diameters.
4, S, and 6 represent the aa:se

0

t" comparisan• for :.:.:lus I

•loccluaion, Clue Il, and Claa& III reapectively.
statistics for these groups •l•o have insignificant

of 1.80, or leas.

Tables

..'\11

ne•

values

Thia indicate• that uch of the vari.oua

groups examiaed poaeeued a relatively uniform dimepsional
propri~ptive

acuity for all of the seriea.

perhapa the lone exception.

"t"

The 36mat aeries i•

values, althtJUgh not aignifi·"

cant, are greater th.an one in most caaea.
Table 7 ahowa •tatf.atical utn comparison between Class 1

- Jfq ..

'l1i'
,1]1!11
'\I,
I
'1:

,

I

I I

JAi

0
•

DJAM§TER

2 millimeters ve. 6 milli.meters
2 millimeter• vs, 12 millimeters

t" Ytlue!

1.801
.730

: I
I

2 ;:uillimetera va. 18 millioete.ra

.700

2 rrrl.llimetera ve. 24 r2illifB6ltera

539

36 millimeters

l.!04

2 r.rl..llimetere

vs~

6 m111imeters va. 12 millimeters

1.387

6 '.:i.lltm.eter& vs. 24 millimeters

.962

6 millimeters vs. 36 millimeters

t.800

12 ai llimeters vs. 18 millimeter•

.0957

12 mi lli~'t.era ve. 24 millimeters

.157

12 millimeters vs. 36 millimeters

1.137

19 a:d.llimeters vs. 36 ntl 1 li•:netere

i

I

.0759

6 i:J..llf.meters vs. 18 millintetera

18 millimeters vs. 24 millimeters

I ,,I

.0544

1.39

I
I

i
i
,I

1
l,ii

l

ii

24 milltmetera va. 36 t!d.llimeters

1.032

t
1],ll!!

1;
1!,j

,!i

*

**

P•< .. OS
p'"'< .01

- !tO·-

normal and Claaa I maloccluaion for each bar dimension aeries.
A significant difference (P ( • OS) is noted in the 6mm Cl••• I

normal vs Clua I malocclusion aeries.

A more significant

difference "t'' value (P <. 01) is noted betwen both 12an aeries.
Roentrographically Table 8 repreaent• atatiatical compariaona

between Cl.us I normal and Claae I maloccluaion for the orientated aqlea ie the cephlometric study.
stattat.ical

There ts a •lgnificant

"t" difference for the orientated angle size between

<. OS)
er< .05) •

the 24 va 24mm aerl.ea (P

and bet'WMtl the wlde open va

wide open poaitioaa

The 18aa "t•• value f.• perhapa a

follow up apreaaioa. of ti. a1gnif1cant U.. proprioceptive

"t''

value . _ in Table 5.
Table 9 deaonatrataa the atatiattcal

tween Claaa I

~1

shows a aiplficat

aa.cl Clua II.

''t"

''t..

comparlaon.a be·

The 6ta va &.. aerie•

clf.ffenace (P ( • 05) .

Table 10 repreteata a atatlatical comparison for the
cephlometrically ori•tated

-1•• for th. . . . . . two group••

and ebow a eorreapocding:ly at.pificant difference (P ( . OS)
for tbe 6tlR ve 6lfla eeriu.

Tb• Clas• II eaee• with their

greater overjet are required to open to a •lightly wider
orientated angle at thia level to compea8ate for the greater

overjet.
Table 11 repreaenta the statistical eomttarl•oo between

TABLI 4

STATISTICAL COMPARISON BKTWED THE VARIOUS
DIMENSIORS FOR CLASS I MA.ROCCLUSION

*

BAI.

FIVE SUBJECTS

''t" V6,LUES

2 millimeter• va 6 millimeters

.416

2 millimeter• va 12 millimeters

.0934

2 millilaeter• vs 18 millt..tera

.. 0183

2 nd.llimeters va 24 mllll1aater•

.6464

2 millimeters va 36 millimeter•

.0913

6 millimeter• vs 12 181.llimatera

.3012

6 millimeter& va 18 lld.llimecera

.408

6 millimeters v• 24 alllt.eter•

.973

6 ud.lllmetera vs 36 mtlU..tera

.109

12 millimeters v• 18 ud.lllmetere

1.793

12 millimeter• vs 24 millimeters

.870

12 millimeters va 36 millimeter•

1.69

18 millimeter• va 24 milllmetera

.686

18 millimeters va 36 udllf.aaetera

.711

24 milli•tera va 36 udllinaetera

.760

*P• <.OS
**P• <. .01

*

r _____________________________________________________

-_s._2~-

TABLE S

STAnSTICAL COMPARISONS BETWEEN THI VAi.IOUS BAR
DIMDSIOlfS FOR CLASS II

* SIX

SUBJECTS

2 millimeters vs 6 millimeter•

.908

2 millimeters vs 12 millimeter•

.293

2 millimeter• v• 18 millimeter•

.28!

2 millimeters vs 24 millt...ter•

.0.567

2 millimeter• vs 36 millimeter•

.. 408

6 millimeter• vs 12 millimeter•

1.233

6 millimeters ve 18 millimeter•

l.21S

6 millimeters va 24 millimeters

.624

6 millitaetera ve 36 millimeters

.195

12 millimeters

.0241

V8

18 milliaeter•

12 a:lllimeters vs 24 millimeter•
12 millimeter• vs 36 millimeters
18 millimeters vs 24 millimeters
18 millimeters vs 36 millimeters
24 millimeters vs 36 millimeters

.468
1.08

.467
1.06

.0154

*

~

-53.

-------------------------------------------------------TABLE 6
STATISTICAL COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS BAR

DIMENSIONS FOR CLASS III

* FIVE

SUBJECTS

2 millimeter• vs 6 millimeters

.3Sl

2 nd.111.metera va 12 millimeter•

.764

2 millilletere v• 18 millimeter•

.0298

2 millimeter• va 24 millimeters

.198

v• 36 ud.llimetera

1 .. 067

6 millimeters va 12 millimeter•

.852

6 mi111111et:ers va 18 millimeter•

.223

6 milliraetera v• 24 millimeters

.217

6 millimetera va 36 millimeters

.0639

12 millimeter• v• 18 millilaeters

.229

12 millimeter• vs 24 millf.aetere

1.070

12 millimeter• va 36 ud.lliaetera

.347

18 millimeter• vs 24 •illiaeter•

.983

18 millimeter• va 36 millimeter•

.470

24 millimeters va 36 millimeter•

.433

2 mt.llimetera

*P.
**P-

.os

.01

*

-S'/-

TABLE 1

STATISTICAL COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE
TYPES FOR EACH

BA..~

VA..~IOUS

OCCLUSAL

DIMENSION SERIES

CLASS I NOl\MAL OCCLUSION vs CLASS I MALOCCLUSION
Class I Normal
Bar Diameters
six subjects

ve

2 milli•t•r•

Glass I Malocclusi_on

Bar Diameter

"t" Values

fi,~bi~e..t.s

"'

vs

1. millimeters

0.330

6 millimeters

vs

6 millimeters

2.9B2

12 millimeters

vs

12 millimeters

3.631**

18 millimeters

vs

18 millimetere

1.0221

24 millimeters

V8

24 'lftillimeters

0.129

36 millimeters

vs

36 millintetere

0.129

*P• < .OS
< .01

**P•

~.............,._...........,

TABLE 8

STATISTICAL COMPARISOll BEt'Wlltl THI VAR.IOUS OCCLUSAL
TYPBS FOR OUlllTATBD Al!IGLIS IN THE
CIPHLOM&TalC S1UDY

CLASS I HOR.MAL w CLASS I MALOCCLUSION

Bar Diameter•

Cl.au 1 Mllocclwsion
Bar Dt...tera

Ila Dl!1ESI

flyt m,tbilllf

~t"

Claa• I llorul

VllMH

centric

va

centric

.8.575

2 millf.Mter•

va

2 millimeters

.200

6 ld.llimetere

.. 819

12 td.llimetere

~174

6 millimeters
12 ad.lliaetera

..
va

18 nd..llfaetera

ve

18 millimeters

1.172

24 millimeter•

vs

24 rd.llt.metera

2.964 *

wide open

va

wid.e open

2.132 *

*P- <.OS
. ., .. / .01
'-,

-s1o-

Claaa I normal and Claa• I l l for each bar dimea.aion eeriee.
There la no eignificant difference between these two groups in

the aeries.

Thie f.e po••ibly explained by the fact that al ...

though all subject• liated aa such wre Clue III •lar relation
ship but in tbe eterlor region all except one were either nd

to end or with a alight overjet compenaatecl for by spacing in
the mmd.llary eepents.

Table 12, which demonatrat.. the atatiatteal comparison

for cepb.lometrieally orientated angle• of thi• aame group also

demonatr•• no eipiftcant d.if fennce bet.wen any of the bar
opening Mri•.

Table 13 dem.onstratee the at.atiatical comparison for each

bar dimauioa aerl• for Clu1 1 •loccluef.on ve Cl.us II.
'J.'b.ue f.• one atpd.ff.eant differeace in

at: the 12- vs l2mm level.

tM.• group and that l•

Thia factt>r appears as a dtstal

horizontal shift on the cephlometrl,c tracing for bot& groupa.

It is postulated that thia is a <:ompeDSatory neuroauacular
shift to atabiliae the mandible after tranalatioa baa begun.

It

i• •aea tn all occluNl groups l>ut more accentuated. ta certain

Cla8a II subjects.
Table 14 cover• the atatiatieal comparl.aon of cepblometrically orientated. 8'1lglea for these .... grou.pa.
strate• a aignificant difference only in (P

z . OS) ,

Tb.is demonthe

-s;-

TABLE 9
STATISTICAL COMPARISONS BETWEEH THE VARIOUS OCCLUSAL

TYPES FOB. EACH BAR DIMENSION SERIES
CLASS I NORMAL OCCLUSION vs CLASS II
Claaa I Normal
Bar Diameters
s!g tubiegtl

vs

Class II
Bar Diameters
af.x sybje,gts

.. t" Values

2 millimeters

vs

2 millimeters

.275

6 millimeters

vs

6 millimeters

2.380

12 millimeters

vs

12 millimeters

0

18 millimeters

vs

18 millimeters

0

24 millimeters

vs

24 millimeters

.134

36 millimeters

v•

36 millimeters

.433

*

-s&-

TABLE 10
ST.t\TISTICAL COMPARISON BETWED THE VARIOUS OCCLUSAL

TYPES FOR ORIEITATED ANGLES IR THI
CEPBLOMETR.IC STUDY

CLASS I NOlUfAL va CLASS II
Claas 1

Bar Di-.tea

tY.

Clasa II

t~or1aal

vs

9ubjest1

Ba.r Diameter•

,flYI

"t 0 Value•

sybjectf

centric

V8

centric

.S30

2 milltaetere

va

2 ud.llf.metera

.176

6 nd.lllmet.er•
12 et.111-tera
18 millleetera

..
va

6 milliut:en

2.09

*

12 slllimeter•

.237

18 milllmet•r•

.141

24 m1111meten1

"ve

24 millimeter•

.540

wide open

va

wt.ck\ open

.638

.,.,., ( .os
**P- !. .Ol

-SY-

TABLE 11

STATISTICAL COMPARISON BETWEEN THE VARIOUS OCCLUSAL
TYPES FOR &\CH BAR DIMEHSION SERIES
CLASS I NOR.MAL OCCLUSION vs CLASS III

'
t

Class I Normal
Bar Diameters
six aubjgt1

Claes III
Bar Diameters
f!V! agb119ta

"t" Values

YI

2 millimeters

vs

2 millimeters

.196

6 millimeters

vs

6 millimeters

.212

12 millimeter•

vs

12 millimeters

.180

18 millimeter•

vs

18 millimeters

.2S70

24 millimeters

vs

24 millimeters

.253

36 millimeters

.133

36 millimeters

*P• <.05
**P• < .01

-Luo-

TABLE 12
STATISTICAL COMPARISON BETWEEN THE VARIOUS OCCLUSAL
TYPES FOR ORIE'WfATED ANGJ..ES IN T1fE CEPllLOMETRIC STUDY

CLASS I NORMAL

.;1asa I Nonw.1
Bar Diameters

CLASS III

Cl.ass III

vs

jj.x §lr!hjscks

centric

vs

,,.

6 millimetere

Bar Diameter•
UD !M!?lGltl

"t .. Value•

cent:de

.. 169

2 ndll:tmetera

.909

6 millimeters

2.42 •

12 !llillimeter•

vs

12 millimet•r•

.723

18 millimete-rs

vs

18 millimeters

.673

24 millimeters

vs

24 mi llimetera

1.225

vs

wide open

q.,. ( .05
ttp-.• ( .. 01

TABLE 13

STATISTICAL COMPARISON BE'l'WEl!lf TIE VARIOUS OCCLUSAL
nPIS FOR FACK Ml. DIMDSIOll SmtIES
CLASS I MALOCCWSIOR
Claes 1 Malocclusion

Bu Dl.-er•

Un bldEtt

v•

v• CLASS II

Class 11

Bar DtAmecen

"t 0 Value•

ID eu1n11

2 millimeter•

va

2 millimeter•

.525

6 ad.lli•t••

va

6 millleeter•

.174

12 ailU.-tu•

V8

U ad.111aeter•

18 ml.llimet••

vs

18 at.111-.t:en

1.157
i

24 millimeter•

\7'8

24 ld.llf.aetft'•

36 milltaecera

\"8

36 milli..eera

.132

_________..J
:11

z

I

TA&LB 14
STATISTICAL

CO~ARlSON

BE"J.'WEEN nut VARIOUS OCCLUSAL

'J.'YPES FOR ORIENTATED ANGLES IN THE CEPKLOMET'U.1C STUDY

CLASS l MALOCCLUSION
Clas• 1 Malocclusion
Bar Dieneter•
&iVI. ..Mib,;1 eJlt!.

v• CLASS II

Class II
~,.

Bar Diameter•
.U.u IJ.lbJst•

centric

va

centric

l .. 833

2 mill'l.aaters

va

2 millimeten

1.180

6 millimeter•

V8

6 millilletera

.761

12 rd.111.meters

vs

12 millilllfters

~944

18 millimeters

..,,.

18 milllmetera

.643

24 nd.lllmet:e:rs

vs

24

mtlli~-·

.921

wide open

vs

wid.e open

2.048

*

-£,, 3 '

'!'ABLE lS

STATISTICAL CO£\fPA!ISON B!'?WEEN THE VARIOUS OCCLUSAL

TYPES

FO~

EACH BAR DIMENSION SD.IES

CLASS I l\W.OCCLUSION vs CLASS III

Claea I ?tialoccl~u~ion
Bar D:l.eaetera

Clase III
la't' Diam.tar»

0

0

Valuea

JJr.ve,. fl!P. .L~

~··

fAV.!. •!!h·':uts
-~··
.a
....,.

2 inilliaecera

ve

2 millimittera

.158

6 m:llllaetera

vs

6 millimeter•

.2.53

t

12 nd.llimetera

,,.

12 m:lllil'!leters

2.48-9

18 ud.111rneter•

v•

18 mlllimeters

.392

24 nd.llfxuecers

v•

24 millimeters

.811

36 millimete:t.·•

V8

36 millimeters

.328

*P•

!..

.05

**P"' :· .01

*

b

-(&,'f.-

TABLE 16
STATISTICAL COMPARISON

BET\\'EE!~

THE VARIOUS OCCLUSAL

TYPES FOR ORIENTATED ANGLES lN THE CEPHLOMF.TRIC STUDY
CLASS I MALOCCLUSION
Class I }lalocclusion
Bar Diameters

five

vs

CLASS III

Class III
V8

Bar Diameters

0

t" Values

fiv~_{l_yJ::.. }1,ct.~

s~bjest~

centric

va

centi·ic

1.890

2 millimeter•

vs

2 millimeters

1.8R8

6 millimeters

vs

6 ud 11 imeters

1.625

12 millimeter•

vs

12 mlllimetera

1.705

18 mi llin1eters

vs

18 milllftletera

1.687

24 milliinetera

V8

24 millimeters

2.465

wide

V8

wide open

3.39

~pen

*
**

*P• <. os
**P= ( .Ol

111111111111111-----------------------------

r
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maximal opening.

groups*

Tb.us, the :lv:-izontal al1de follows for both

Being eithe.c pr;Jportionately amaller in eiae or in a

more retarded position, it followa the ceatrie and wide open
angle• ahould be larger for Class Il.
12, 18, and 24mm bars) represent a

The otM.r angles (2, 6,

l"eBr.;;hirig

action to contact

the bars for propri.oception and could be expected to he m<'*re
nitd.1.ar.

The atatistical comparitL)t: fur each bar dimeneior1

series between Clase I malocclusion and Clue III is aeen in
'l'able lS.

There is one significant difference (P ( . 05) et the

12nm vs l2nmt lwel.

It i• postulatc;;d that thia center •eriea at

the early part of translation has the least posterior horizontal
neuro--n1uscular Corn.pen.$&tory retractioti due to the lesser 14!.i::lUnt

of translation needed at. th.ta level in view of the

l~reater

length of the body of the mandible for Class III aubJects.
Table 16 demonstrates the cephlc.i:'.let.rically orientated. angles
for Class I malocclusion vs Claas III.

There are tw,.., levels of

aignf.ficant difference from. this aspttct between these tWt.'

groups:
(P

<•01).

24ra va 24mm (PI. .OS). and wid.e open. va wide open
These are perhapa due to the forwe.rd poBition (due to

increaaetl leng;th of the mandi.bular body in most instances) of

the mandible.
Table 17 rept"eaent• statistical comparieoae between Class II
and Class III for each bar dimension series.

There are no

significant differences betVJeen the varioua parameters in thia
group.

Corresponding to this, Table 18 (statisth:al comparison

between Claae ll and Cla$s III for cephlometrically orientated
angles) also demonstrates no significant difference between the
varioua fact?rs.
In conclusion to the data observation, it aee'llS the greatest
significant defferences evolve

a1:'i:>tmd

Claas I malocclusion which

in virtually every case included rQtated mandibular incisors.
'l'hese d1f ferences are demonstrated hotb in the acuity of dimen...

sional proprioception aspect and 1n the cephlametrically orienta•

ted angles in the arc of cloaure.

Tbie substantiates the postu•

late of the important role played by pr\'.>prioceptive endings
found in the normally positioned human incisors in both r:roduc-

ing a precise level of proprioception and a smooth arc of closure
in the inciaion process.

The mean Weber Ratios for inciaal acuity of dimensional
proprioception were plotted against the gradiated bar dimension
aeries for each occluaal cl.aasifieation studied.

'.n1eae were

graphic representations of the changes in the Weber Ratios as
the dimenaional thickness of the aeries increased and aa the
occlusal type of the subjects was varied.

The Weber Ratios

for inclaal acuity of dimensional proprioception are presented
in figure• three to six.
7

The corresponding plota of mean

-I.a?--

TABLE 17

TYPES FOR EACH BAR DIMENSION SERIES
CLASS II vs CLASS III

Class III

Class II
3.'l:..~

Diarl!cters

vs

13•1'"7 Dia·netars
fi VJt.. !JµJ>.1 !St•

'IS

2 millimeters

!'!X sub1~c£s

2 millimeters
o mil limete.1... s

6 millimete:1:s

12 millimeters

vs

12 mlllimeters

18 mi llirneters

vs

13 millimeters

millimeters

vs

24 millimeters

36 millimeters

vs

36 millimeters

2lt

*1"""'
**P•

< .05
<~

.01

.3930

1.157

1.195

r
S'L:\TISTit;Al. CO>!P.h USUN

1.H~'Wl{EN

THE VAJ..IOUS DCCLUSAL

CLASS II vs CLASS III
Class !II
vs

__

h.:1,:

'.UJi:::or;::

"i:.

0

Valueu

sub1ects
...,five._,..,.
......

~--

cent: ;. :i.c
2 iaillimetc.:.:>.J

vs

6

millimete~:'.'s

17

.257

12 millimeters
1'\ millimeters

13 n!.lli:nete::s

2!.\ millimeters

2l~

wide open

vs

~'tP,.
.

,

. . ._ ..

oc:.
J

**P• < .01

millir:ieters

wide Op4m.

1.ns1

11

i

I

I

I

TABLE la
STATISTICAL COM'.PAlISON BETWEEN THE VAIUOUS OCCLUSAL

TYPES FOR OIUENTATED ANGLES IN 'rHE CEPHLOMEftIC STUDY

CLASS II va CLASS III
Clus III

Cl.a.es II
Bt~T' n1amete:;;.~s

fi'~t.

vs

.sub 1gctJ

Ba1: Diaw.eterz

..five
..

ntu

Values

subieet;.J.

centric

vs

centric

.2/7

?

- mi llimet:e:;:s

vs

2 millimete.1:s

-:

6 millimeters

vs

6 millimeters

.257

12 millimeters

"\i'fl

12 millimeters

.577

lS millimeters

vs

13 millimeters

, 7iY-)

24 millimeters

vs

24 millimeters

l.051

wide open

vs

wide open

*P:oc: ( .05
**P• < .01

')17

\)..~;

.982

- 1.::,9 -

cephlcmetrically orientated angles plotted against bar dimenaioa
seriea for a particular occ1uaa1 cl88aiftcation followa each
mea Weber ltatio .;rapt._.

These pl.::t t:ir.gs are p:;;esented in fig-

urea three through eight.

Plate of the mean Weber Ratios for Clu• I normal are pre•
sented in figure three.

The curve begina quite high ad take•

a sud.clan drop at the 6-, level.

'l'hia high 2-t level ia poatu...

lated as being a poaition of mixed !'{)tary and tranalatiOl'lal move-

ment with neuro-muecular forcea aeeking atabillaatf.oa.

Thus, the

leissened acuity of dimensional proprioception ta aeea.

'Ihe

curve risee rather •harply totmrd the 12mm eerlM ud then attain
relative atabiliey until the aharp riae at the 36aa level.
The mean oephl011etrically orientated angle plots (ft.aura 4)
for Claaa I nol'mal group .__.tratea a eorreapoacling sharp drop
for the 2ua aeri.u..

This deuotu a proportionately great incr.-1

in the orieatatecl. angle.
Figure five depicts the plot• of the _ . Weber Rat.ioa for

C1-a I •locoluf.an. Thie begiu aometlhat high for the 2aertes. then •harply awiaga upward demotdtrating a phaae of con-

tinuing lua accurate proprioception for the 6an anti 12-

••rl••·

It ia postulated that thi• repreaenta poor periodontal proprio·

caption (due to Cl•• I •loeeluaioa lower anterior rot.atiOD8) in
a mixed rotatlonal•tranalational pba•• of tbe are of clothlre ..

-70-
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From the hi&h of the 12mm level, the plot demonstrates an
increasing return to proprioceptive accuracy through the 24um
series and then sw:lrzgs sH.ghtly upward again.

Figure 6, representing the Class I malocclusion cephlometrically orientated angles demonstrates a steady smooth plot
with a slight dip in the l2mm area indicating a greater increase
in orientated angle here.

Thia is postulated to cor:;:eEpond to

the increase in Weber Ratio demonstrated for the 12n'.!m level in
figure 5.
'1

The Class !I mean Weber Ratios are plotted in figure 7.

I

i

The curve begins slightly above a middle range and then cli.mbs
sharply to the 6tmn level.

't'his graphically reprGsent• a sharp

decline in acuity of dimensional proprioception at this level
probably representing the beginning of translation and a neuromuscular attempt at stabilization.

The curve then drops

sbarply to the 12nw level and continues .rather evenly through
the 24on range and then it1c1·eases rather sharply toward

th~

36mm

area.
Figure 3 shows a aOUlQwhat sharp increase in orientated angle
at the 2mm level.

Thia is followed by a smooth regular decline.

Class III malocclusion mean Weber iuat:f.os are graphically
represented on figure 9.

This curve corresponds quite closely

to the Class II curve (figure 7) but on a level .010 higher.

It
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hegi.ns at a middle level and rises sharply to a high

level

and then drops rapidly back to the 12na level with a gradual
rise through the 24nm level.
Figure 10 demonstrates the plot for the mean
or:ientated angles Glass III.
groops.

cephlometricall~

This is similar to the other

A slight drop is seen in the 2nm area and a smooth

·egular ii:Adually declining cut'Ve follow .
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The mean Weber Ratios reported in this study are quantative
assessments of the various occlusal classes of individuals
ability to consciously discriminate betweeu similar thicknesses
of bars placed between the maxillary and mandibular central
incisors.

These stimuli are conducted through the teeth to the

sensory receptors located in the periodontal ligament and also
through receptors in the temporal mandibular joint capsule and
the muscles involved in the movement of the utandible.

Comparing

the mean Weber Ratio plottings for Class I normal, Class I

malocclusion, Class II and Class III, it is postulated that the
normal occlusion has a gr.eater small-diameter acuity of dimensional proprioception with the translation phase beginning
sooner and with less resultant loss of dimensional proprioceptiot'l
in this area.

The vastly superior mean Weber Ratios in the 6mm

area are perhaps due to

S'i.n::>other

neuromuscular stabilization in

early translation aided by more precise lea:rned patterns resulting from the more accurately occluding dentition.

In all the malocclusion groups (Class I malocclusion, Class
II, and Class III) a striking rise in Weber Ratios at the 6mm

level is noted.

This is a direct variance to the previously

mentioned Class I normal paramater.

The Class II and Class III

r

Weber means have a sindlar curve (with Class III heing roughly
.010 greater throughout).

Accounting for the lllarked variance in

the 6mm parameter through the neuromuscular occlusal function
postulate, the remaining portions of the curves for Class I
n~rmal,

Claes II and Class Ill

co~responds

closely.

The Class I malocclusion mean Weber curve is sharply at
vsriance with all, the other occlusal groups between the 6mm and
12mm level.

The substantial decrease in acuity of dimensi.onal

?roprioception shown only in the Class I malocclusion curve at
this level is correlated with the presence of anterior rotations
in the lower incisor teeth of all subjects in this group.

It

is postulated that this rotation results in diminished normal
function of the dimension proprioceptors thought to be in the
periodontal ligament.
Tables 11, 13, 15, and 17, denote no significant difference
between the variQuS types of occlusion and tooth relationships
for the 18, 25, or 36mm series.

This is perhaps an indication

of increased reliance on temporal mandibular joint receptors
and on muscle proprioceptions for evaluating dimensional
difference involving standards of 18mm and greater.

Since all

the subjects are of roughly the same young age group and in
apparent good systemic health, the TM.I capsules, the mandibular

musculature, and their nerve supplies might well be expected to

~

-~

r-----------.
fall within similar parameters of function.
In computation of data from the

~tandard&

used, it ia noted

(see tables 3 • l~ • 5, ai1<.i G.) that the Wt:bet: Ratios do not signi•
ficar1lly vary with tliau?Cter chan.£,~ witl!in each of the iu.dividual

oc.<J.u&al t,roups (a1i statetl, tbt:re are <.:ertain significant dif·

is postulilte<l that perhaps the

21liri1

a>t.:t'iea> i.s at thl:

i~JWet.'

border

sE:tries of less than 2mm diameters, a dramatic.ally incr&ased
Weber Ratio would be observed.
l

Ka.wamu.i:a. in 1:i1s wot'k t.-1.th &radiatt:d wire.a, fouud t:h&.t the

Weber Ratio for natural dentition. acuity of dime11sional pro...
prioception "'"' . lv and that the periodor,tal ligament was neees ..

sary for judging the iize variation of the auller wirea but

not the lar&er ones.
a much

~maller

l'he data obtained in this etudy dewonstra

Weber katio (see table 2).

proximately six times as many

~ubjects.

'l'hio atutiy uses ap·
liowever, it used

artificial dentition subjects as Kawm:nura did.

~o

'the results of

this study definitely agree with his contention that

the

perio·

dental ligament is significant in dtscr:Linination in smaller

diatni!tar t.eciea and that

t~1e

larger di&'netex· (i .. e. the

24tt111 results for all occlusal t.ypes) aeries a1·e

lo,

and

di•~riminated

II
I
I
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by all theae aourcea of recept ::r:s but perhap& relatively more by

temporal

~d1bu.lar

Since it

&e~

Joint and mandibular UlUSculature recapture.
three separate set• of receptor& conse into

play as the diauaeter ,,,f the 1>.r,:Jp..:iocept.:·:n: ceatin¥ series wires

inc.ceases. it does not aeem unreas::.nab.i..e to postulat;e chat there
need not t:>e a definite optimal meau 111eber Ratio and
nite

ioorea~H!

in Wel>er aatio at

dimensional series.

t~1e b>o l~alled

th~n

extremitie• of the

Such a definite range waa seen tJy S,1lt!s

and BO'Wl'lan and Nak.foor (1968) in theLr w·:>rk with applied
'!'his seems

lo~ical

a defi-

J~orces.

since they wei:e i;oncerned p.c:i.•.w.ri.ly wlth one

set of proprioceptii.>n 'C'eceptors;

1.lfl!\WlJ,

t:hostt :tn t.;ie

par'.7_.,;,-

dontal li"am.ent • while th.ia study was probably d1.:tpen•Jant nle<>
upon prop.cioceptors within the mamiiuular t!JU&cles and '.rMJ.
In deference to the

expe;.~imeutal

work <:>f Gr:oss na11 • et al,
1

( 1965) which lll)ted botu lips and the ton3..te as areas of 3•--:eat
tactile senaitivity, the subjects were instructed t ., avoid all
contact between these and the gradiated wire.

Ti1us, in act1.ial

practice these tactile receptor• could constitute a

fou~th

group

of dimenaional determination receptors.
Finally. in a second work 1 Kawmm1ra, et al• have noted many

Golgi Mazzoni end organs in the fibrous joint capsule of the cat.
ntey atate, '\lhenever the coudyle moves, sensory 1nfot"m4tion
from the joint capsule is transmitted to the trigemi.nal m,,tor

-110-

nucleus wlch innervate• the jaw muse le•." It is thia moving
of the condyle la translation which pedlapa atlmulatea the
mlSculature to react ao atroaaly la ••eking 1118Ddlbular atabilization as to muk aeneory dt.acrlminatlon in the 6nn atanclard

area.
The work of Sirhila, et al, (1967) baa demoutrated the

ability of inciaora to perceive the preaence of •heeta of tin
foll u thin u 10 micron• to 30 ad.crona.

They conclude that tht

moat import•t function of the teeth la "to determine the thick•••• of objacta coming betw• th•. 0

Thi• may help to explain

why a standard serf.ea u thick u 2- could •till fall wltbin
the optimal functioning range for Weber 1\atioa.

-

~/·-

CBAPTlll VI

SU!lfllY AKO CONCLUSION
A clinical method of determining the acuity of dimensional

proprioception involving the human periodontal ligament was
described.

This method wa undertaken to detemine the effect

of the variou• type• of occlusal relationships upon dimensional
proprioception.
The conscious acuity of dimensional proprioception is
significantly affected by the correct relationship of occlu8&1
aurfacea in that Class I normal akowed better dimensional proprioception with opening around the 6ma etandard than did the
various ulocclusiona studied.

The conscious acuity of di.men-

,_.

•ion.al proprioception le significantly affected by rotated
poaition of mandibular anteriors (aa exemplified by the Clas• I

ulocclusion group) in the area of the 121'1111 standard.
Twenty-two •ubjecta were utilised in this study.

Six sub•

jects were Cla1a I normal occlusion, and five were Class I maloccluaion, six were Clua Il Division 1 with greater than normal
overjet, and five were Class III.

Mo significant difference was

found between the four groups and their acuity of dilMOaional
propri~eption

for the 18. 24, or the 36ma series.

Thia sugI

geatecl a greater dependence of temporal mandibular joint recep-

jJ

'1'

:!I
11

\',:1

____j

r

tors for acuity of dimensional proprioception for atandarda of

a diameter of 18811 or greater.
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